[A Study on Predicting Model of Organic Matter Contend Incorporating Soil Moisture Variation].
Soil organic matter (SOM) is one of the most important measuring indexes of soil fertility. How to predict SOM spatial distribution precisely has great significance to soil carbon storage estimation and precision agriculture development. Traditional measurement of SOM, although with higher accuracy, consumes a lot of labor resources and costs long-term monitoring period, therefore, it is hard to achieve dynamic monitor of SOM. Spectroscopy technique has been used in SOM and other soil physicochemical parameters quick measurement. However spatial inversion model accuracy of SOM based on remote sensing images is relatively lower than laboratory model accuracy due to the influence of soil moisture, roughness and so on. In recent years, most studies have not eliminated the effect of moisture. Since moisture has great influence on SOM spectra reflectance, this study introduced the temporal information combined with the spectral information in order to solve this problem. Soil moisture has differences in multi period remote sensing images, and the spectra reflectance is also different. Based on the combination of reflectance from of two periods remote sensing images, the spectral index was constructed to predict SOM in this study. MODIS images of study area acquired in this study area (Blacksoil zone) because of the advantage of high temporal resolution. Spectra reflectance of MODIS images were used to analyze the effect of moisture on soil spectral reflectance, and then the spectral prediction models of SOM were built based on the comprehensive impacts of SOM and soil moisture. The results shows that: (1) the accuracy of SOM prediction model based on single image was lower without consideration of moisture effect, The Root mean square error (RMSE) of SOM prediction model were 0.591, 0.522, 0.545, 0.553, and the determination coefficient (R(2)) were 0.505, 0.614, 0.562, 0.568, 0.645 respectively based on the day of year (DOY) 117, 119, 130, 140, 143 single image. (2) Model with multi temporal images (DOY119 and 143) which considered the effect of moisture and SOM showed better predictive ability. RMSE was 0.442 while R2 was 0.723. Therefore the accuracy and stability of the model were significantly improved, and it can be used to predict the spatial distribution of SOM in regional scale. This study provides important information for regional soil fertility evaluation, soil carbon storage estimation, and precision agriculture development.